
Thanks to a generous donation 

toward expanding women’s 

advanced Torah scholarship  

and leadership, Midreshet  

Lindenbaum is thrilled to  

invite you to apply for our  

MATMIDOT scholars program. 

Each MATMIDOT scholar 

will receive a tuition  

scholarship of $7,000.

Are you interested  
in opportunities  
to advance your  
learning, chesed and  
leadership skills? 

A P P LY  N O W :

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
W W W.MIDRE SHE T- L INDENBAUM.ORG.IL 
L INDENBAUM.MATMIDOT@OT S.ORG.IL

STEP 1: MIDRESHET LINDENBAUM APPLICATION — DUE DECEMBER 1, 2019
STEP 2: MATMIDOT APPLICATION — DUE DECEMBER 8, 2019

#LiveLearnLindenbaum

M  idreshet Lindenbaum provides extraordinary opportunities 
for acquiring learning and leadership skills, spiritual growth 

and Israel immersion. The MATMIDOT endeavor is a new initiative 
enabling select students to take full advantage of Midreshet  
Lindenbaum's valuable resources and growth opportunities — 
and to make the absolute most of their year.

MATMIDOT Scholars:
Devote extra hours to Torah learning in the beit midrash through  
participating in a selection of the following enrichment programs: 

•  “TORAH SEMINAR”  with Rav Menachem Leibtag: a tour de force 
of textual analysis and extensive examination of Chumash, 
with an eye toward religious implications.

•  “DAF YOMI”  with Rabbanit Sally Mayer: a fast-paced opportunity  
to hone Gemara skills, gain exposure to the world of halakha, 
and discover the rich teachings of Chazal. 

•  “TOCHNIT ORA”  – Our unique program provides students with 
glimpses into the minds of local Torah scholars, intellectuals, leaders  
and visionaries through learning sessions in their homes. 

•  “TOCHNIT TAMAR”  – Integration and learning opportunities 
with students in our Israeli program. 

Research and write a Torah article on a topic of your choice for publication 
in a Torah journal, under the guidance of a personal faculty advisor. 

Embrace the ideal combination of Torah and chesed by being actively  
involved with the Midreshet Darkaynu Program for young women with  
special needs.

Participate in weekly MATMIDOT leadership meetings, acquiring 
skills in public speaking, writing, team building, and conflict resolution. 
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